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ABSTRACT
The development of complex products, characterized by long lifecycles and deep supply chains,
requires enhanced capabilities to assess, in an early design stage, the value of a solution not merely
from a requirements fulfilment perspective. The paper proposes a conceptual scenario, described in
terms of activities, inputs, outputs, actors and mechanisms, which details how aircraft components can
be developed and assessed with a focus on their value contribution at system level. Moreover, the
paper proposes an approach to communicate the lifecycle value contribution of design solutions across
a heterogeneous set of value dimensions, drivers and criteria, directly through 3D CAD models. The
scenario, together with the methodological and technological tools enabling value assessment, has
been created and preliminary validated together with major European aerospace manufacturers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
All designs are created for a purpose. When dealing with “tame” problems [1] only, such purpose is
well mirrored by the product requirements, which often provide a good enough basis to identify the
best of the available design alternatives. However, when paying increasing attention to “wicked”
problems [1], the capability of a solution to add value to customers and stakeholders is more difficult
to be assessed without explicitly linking the product features to the initial needs and expectations. In
this context, measuring requirements satisfaction is no longer sufficient to assess the “goodness” of a
design, therefore the technical product performances need to be complemented by more qualitative
criteria to better understand the value of a solution from a system and lifecycle point of view.
When collaborating with several partners for the development of new products/services, the initial
purpose is often lost when the requirements are cascaded down to suppliers and sub-contractors.
Hence, the sub-system manufacturers tend to target local optimal designs minimizing the costs, rather
than to comprehend how a radical innovative technology might add value to the overall system and to
the different customer levels.
This issue is particularly evident in the commercial aerospace business. Comfort, timeliness,
entertainment and environmental consciousness are emerging driving forces in new aircraft
development programs [2][3]. On a more technical level, this demands for altered functions in the
engines to improve the efficiency in energy use [4], which turns into new requirements for the engine
sub-systems and components.
At component level, a good understanding of the intended use of the forthcoming solutions (i.e., of the
purpose of the system) is crucial to realize the relative importance of derived requirements and,
eventually, to make the right decisions on the technologies to be developed. Not communicating such
purpose to the designers increases the possibility of generating sub-optimized solutions adding unnecessary risk and costs to the entire system. The development of value-assessment capabilities can
support the sub-system manufacturers in better satisfying the “needs that matter”, avoiding large,
expensive, and ultimately unsuccessful redesign cycles at all levels of development.
2 MOTIVATIONS AND OBJECTIVES
Nowadays, raising the designers’ awareness on the overall value delivered by radical innovative
design solutions at component level is a major challenge for the aerospace sub-system manufacturers.
The concept of value is far more difficult to manage and communicate than technical- and cost –
related information, and the knowledge used for calculating the value contribution of a solution is less
intuitive to formalize, access, validate and share than other product properties [5].

This calls for a methodological and technological approach to simulate and communicate, in an
objective and transparent way, the value contribution of alternative design options and technologies
early in the product development process. The objective of the paper is to propose a conceptual
scenario, described in terms of activities, inputs, outputs, actors and mechanisms, which details how
design concepts at component level can be developed and assessed with a focus on their value
contribution at system level. The scenario is mapped against the Stage-Gate® process developed by
Cooper [6], and highlights how the design activity needs to be complemented when introducing value
as main measurement criterion in an early stage. Furthermore, the paper describes an approach to
communicate the lifecycle value contribution of design solutions directly through 3D CAD models, as
a means to enable more value-driven, lifecycle-oriented, decisions during conceptual development.
3 METHODOLOGY
The research can be methodologically likened to action research, which is commonly described as a
set of iterative activities performed jointly by practitioners and researchers [7]. The value assessment
approach proposed has been developed within an European Commission’s Seventh Framework (FP7)
Programme project, which has provided access to several aerospace companies (i.e., major aircrafts,
engines and sub-systems manufacturers and other companies with experience in aerospace
development projects).
Action research follows a particular diagnosis, invention and reflective learning cycles [8], which is
aligned with how the authors have performed the research in the project. Empirical and qualitative
data have been collected through the authors’ active participation in physical and virtual workmeetings with the industrial partners. The discussions with the aerospace companies in the diagnosis
stage have contributed to the clarification of the problem domain, to the definition and validation of
the scenario and to the development of the visualization approach. Reflective learning has been aided
by the continuous participation in debriefing activities, held by the research team in relation to the
work-meetings. The findings have been iteratively discussed and validated with the project partners,
which have actively participated with their knowledge and expertise to the development of a
preliminary mock-up for value assessment and visualization.
4 EMERGING DECISION-MAKING ASPECTS IN PRELIMINARY DESIGN
Stage-Gate® [6] is a common process in aerospace to guide the development projects from idea
generation to product launch. The key components of the Stage-Gate® are the Stages, where
information-gathering activities (summarized by deliverables) take place, and the Gates, where
information is assessed and decisions are made.
As identified in previous research [9], the deliverables brought to the Gate meetings include summary
documents, criteria documents, design rationale documents, technical reports, analysis results, and test
reports, as well as the tacit knowledge of the people performing the work. Yet, the empirical study
shows that value-related information is not reported at the gate in a clear, transparent manner, thus
value-oriented decisions are difficult, because lacking of adequate supporting documentation.
4.1 Value Assessment
Considering that every system exists to deliver value to stakeholders [10], at the time of making a
decision the analysts need to establish a link between the technical parameters and the customer value,
in order to identify the best alternatives. As pointed out by one of our contacts in the aircraft engine
manufacturing business, today the advantage of a solution is mainly expressed by technical
performance figures and cost: “Nowadays you can easily tell why a solution is the optimal one in
terms of performances, however it is not straightforward to see if it is optimal also from a value
perspective. Hence, we have to look at people, tools, processes for developing the optimal solution
both from a business as well as customer viewpoint”.
In spite of the centrality of the value concept, in literature there is a wide diversity of opinions and
many speculative assertions on the real meaning of value, and on how decision makers should assess
and trade-off design concepts against value-related criteria.
Value Driven Design (VDD) [11], for instance, aims to enhance existing systems engineering methods
by “introducing economics in the decision making process and enabling optimum solution strategies
to be instantiated during the conceptual and preliminary design stages of a product”.

VDD can be seen as an overall scoring system, feeding a vector of attributes (Extensive attributes) into
a function (Value model) with the purpose of producing a scalar number (Surplus value) to rank a
design. Surplus value is a surrogate object for profit, which may take the form of Net Present Value
(NPV) when the product generates revenues over long periods. Extensive attributes are attributes of
the system being designed, or of its components, such as all performance attributes, reliability,
maintainability, safety, cost, schedule and technical risk.
For a system characterized by high costs, a long lifecycle, complex interdependencies between its
components and dynamic operational contexts, value is also determined by the capability to maintain
or improve the function in presence of change [12]. Tradespace exploration [13] considers customer
value embedded in the customer process context and utilizes various “ilities” [14] (i.e., Survivability,
Adaptability, Flexibility, Scalability, Versatility, Modifiability) as criteria to evaluate the system
robustness under changing operational conditions. The “Epoch” framework proposed by Ross et al.
[12] allows the systematic creation of trade-space models to quantify these “ilities”. Other valuation
methodologies do exist (e.g., Real options for flexibility [15] [16]) but only for a few of these criteria.
Furthermore, value is often intangible [17], perceived by the customer as an individual rather than
objectively defined by a provider [18]. Goods and services can be arrayed on a continuum of relative
tangibility, with goods being more tangible and services more intangible [19]. Intangibles are often
associated with knowledge, emotions and experiences, dimensions that cannot be experienced by the
customer before using the product. Steiner and Harmor [20] have proposed an extended model of
customer value, which includes intangible criteria (such as epistemic emotional or image value) to be
used for assessing the overall value of a system in the beginning of a product development project.
4.2 Knowledge Maturity
Making a decision is often about dealing with trade-offs among conflicting parameters. Trade-offs are
more difficult to handle as uncertainties in the problem definition and in the knowledge base increase.
Relevant value knowledge is typically dispersed across many different functions in the organizations,
it is often poorly formalized and agreed, rarely readily available, and difficult to communicate in a
similar way as technical- or business-related product characteristics [5]. Moreover, value knowledge is
mostly tacit, poorly validated and difficult to readily associate with the product in question. This
means that the decision makers need to know, when analysing a trade-off, if the figures provided in
relation to a given value criteria are reliable, or are based on flawed or missing information [21] (e.g.,
placeholder values [22]), as well as on assumptions lacking of completeness, trustworthiness, or
accuracy [23].
Raising the awareness of what such flaws entail is a first step towards increasing decision makers
confidence in the trade-offs they need to make. From a value perspective, it is necessary to critically
evaluate the status of the knowledge on which the value model is built. Some of the questions
regarding how to assess the readiness of information or how actionable the value-related knowledge
are: How much trust can be put in the output of the value assessment activity? What is the level of
completeness of the information used for the value calculation? Are there any uncertainties? What
assumptions have been made? Is there any information missing? Are there needs for further
developments of knowledge assets to contribute more clearly to the objective? Is there tacit knowledge
to complement (or perhaps challenge) the formal documentation and how well is it aligned?
In these situations, there is a degree of uncertainty that needs to be handled, perhaps not by directly
focusing on reducing the uncertainty, but rather by assisting the decision makers in achieving a better
understanding of what those uncertainties, ambiguities, and assumptions actually involve [24]. The
concept of knowledge maturity [9] is therefore crucial as a practical decision support for value
assessment. The objective is to support decision makers in the process of challenging value-related
assumptions, of evaluating cause-and-effect relationships and of assessing the accuracy, quality,
stability, completeness, and relevance of value-related knowledge at hand. Knowledge maturity can
increase decision makers’ awareness of the knowledge base on which the value assessment is based
and support cross-boundary discussions on the perceived maturity of available knowledge.
5 SCENARIO DEFINITION: VALUE ASSESSMENT OF AN IMC COMPONENT
In the future, aircraft engines are expected to become larger in diameter to increase the bypass flow,
thus reducing fuel consumption and obtaining other desirable effects. Engines are also expected to
support a More Electrical Engine concept [4], an innovative architecture that aims to replace electric,

hydraulic and pneumatic systems with one single, globally-optimised, electrical system, enabling the
proper integration of propulsion and secondary power into the airframe.
In the light of these trends, it becomes less intuitive for an engine sub-system manufacturer to
understand which component/technology might offer the highest value contribution in 10, 20 or 50
years. Considering, for instance, the development of an innovative engine intermediate case
technology (IMC - Figure 1), engineers and designers must be aware, early on, of the impact of their
design choices in a lifecycle perspective.

Figure 1: a) IMC (dark grey) position in the engine and b) IMC in a front view.

In the aerospace industry today, preliminary design decisions are strongly driven by requirements
fulfilment. High/low cycle fatigue, limit/ultimate load capability, hale ingestion, strength and stiffness,
corrosion, oxidation and creeps are the main criteria used for the evaluation of IMC concepts at the
gate [25], complemented by cost/benefit analysis and feasibility/manufacturability studies. Targeting
lifecycle commitments, these “traditional” dimensions need to be further complemented by criteria
able to assess the “goodness” [26] of a design alternative from a system (i.e., assessing the impact on
the overall engine/aircraft system) and lifecycle point of view (i.e., assessing the impact on the way the
product is operated, maintained, serviced, dismissed, upgraded or recycled).
Moving from these needs, and using as a reference the IMC, the authors have developed a conceptual
scenario aiming to support the design teams in making more value-conscious decisions in preliminary
design. Figure 2 shows the set of activities, the actors and the related documentation that characterize
the scenario, mapping it on the Stage-Gate® process adapted from Cooper [6].

Figure 2: Scenario phases mapped into the Stage-Gate® [6] process model.

5.1 Phase 1: Defining value drivers and scales
The first activity in the scenario concerns the development and negotiation of the value drivers and
scales, which includes the definition of a baseline (minimum acceptance level) and a target (ideal
situation) for benchmarking the design concepts from a value perspective.

The project leader, together with the members of the management team, kick-off the development
activity by detailing the project context and its metric, on the basis both of the requirements list
received from the engine manufacturer and of the specific company’s strategy and objectives. Once
the high-level objectives are set, they are cascaded down to component-specific value drivers with the
help of a value analyst. The value analyst is a key player in the scenario. While managers and
designers are often too deep inside their own working field to have a complete understanding of the
implications of a given technical solution, the value analyst possesses wide knowledge and a deep
understanding of the dynamics of the product within the overall system and along its lifecycle.
Value drivers are defined from six generic lifecycle-oriented value dimensions, intended as generic
value parameters applicable to products of different kinds. These criteria have been identified and
developed together with the industrial partners to capture the main value aspects to be addressed by
aerospace projects. They are: Performance attributes, Risk, Profitability, Operational Performances,
Ilities and Intangibles [27].
The project leader and the managers, supported by the value analyst, specify each driver into criteria,
which are more product-specific and directly related to the component under development. Given a
value dimension such as Profitability, the team might define machine commonality as a relevant
driver, which might be further cascaded down to criteria such as: % of reuse of existing turning
machines. Similarly, the value contribution in terms of Operational Performances of two IMC
concepts, such as Concept A and Concept B, might be evaluated, using availability as a driver and
Mean Time Between Maintenance, Mean Time Between Failure, etc., as criteria. Radar plots can be
used to visualize and compare, using a scale from 1 to 9 and (baseline=3, target =7), the value
contribution of different IMC concepts (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Comparison of two IMC concepts against value dimensions, drivers and criteria.

Some aspects of the product lifecycle may be more important then others, so the team has to assign
weights to each dimension, driver and criterion, as well as a baseline and a target for each parameter,
growing from the previous experience with the product in question. Weights, baselines, targets and the
final value scales are reviewed by the stakeholders and accepted by the management, which sets the
expectations for the next gate meeting. After the work is initiated, the Project leader communicates
expectations (scales definitions and acceptance criteria) to the project team. If necessary, the project
leader assigns resources, such as, additional expertise or additional manpower, to meet the acceptance
criteria as closely as possible.
5.2 Phase 2: Gathering value/maturity knowledge from the later lifecycle steps
Once the value drivers, their weights and the acceptance criteria are set, the value analysts prepares the
ground for the value assessment task, by establishing links with stakeholders and sources that might
possess value-relevant knowledge to compute the value contribution of the sub-system.
The value assessment activity cannot be based merely on the geometrical, cost and sales information
available within the company, but requires an additional set of models, owned by the customers, to be
properly executed. In the IMC example, the value analyst needs to evaluate the IMC integration with
the engine, assessing the impact of an IMC concept according to attributes such as payload, range, fuel
burn, weight, reliability, maintenance cost, manufacturing cost. Furthermore, he needs to evaluate the
impact of a solution at aircraft level, such as on the fuselage, wings, avionics, landing gears, etc. From
an operational perspective, it is essential to provide a sound estimation of the expected airline

profitability, gathering knowledge about fleet size, turnaround time, overhauls, etc., and assess how a
design alternative can contribute to leverage these parameters. Eventually, when possible, the value
analyst might assess the impact of an IMC alternative in terms of intangibles, i.e., in terms of how a
component can, mostly indirectly, impact on the passenger satisfaction, feeling and emotions.
Such models, when available, are typically dispersed within the extended enterprise. There are,
therefore, severe challenges in identifying and sharing them in a satisfactory manner. Privacy,
security, and interoperability issues are main inhibitors for an effective sharing, thus value assessment
requires an enhanced degree of openness, trust and cooperation throughout the supply chain to
facilitate the free exchange of information.
A feasible approach in this context is to treat the models as black boxes, i.e., sharing the location of a
particular model and retrieving only the results of a particular calculation, without seeing how the
model is configured. The concept of black boxes implies that an object is viewed only in terms of its
inputs, outputs and transfer characteristics without any knowledge of its internal workings, that is, its
implementation is "opaque". In this context, the concept of web services can offer a feasible solution
by allowing the client (a company that is part of the virtual enterprise) to access a value model.
If value models do not exist, the value analyst needs to contact experts in the extended enterprise and,
together with them, develop an ad-hoc model. In case the development of quantitative models is too
labour-intensive (or based on immature knowledge), the value analyst might gather a multidisciplinary
panel of experts that will be in charge of providing a qualitative feedback on the value contribution of
a given design alternative.
5.3 Phase 3 & 4: Computing the value models and updating current designs
During the Stage the value analyst, together with the project leader and the designers, initiates the
evaluation of the value contribution of the available design concepts. The information about the IMC
alternatives developed up to this point is fed into the value models obtained in the previous step, to
highlight negatively impacted areas and to establish the necessary corrective actions and to produce a
ranking of the current designs.
During the empirical study many stakeholders have expressed a preference towards a single numerical
metric for value, both to make easier the comparison between dimensions very different in nature and
to mitigate the problem of deriving reliable absolute figures for all the criteria in a preliminary stage.
In a nutshell, once a value study is performed for a given component, the outcome of the analysis is
expressed in terms of a “delta” between the baseline (i.e., minimum requirement) and the target (i.e.,
expected outcome). In the spirit of stressing the value contribution of radical designs, the baseline for a
new product/service is set on closely related development projects characterized by incremental
improvements, while the target is defined on the basis of the customer needs and expectations as well
as emerging from system-level long-term forecasts. The output of the value study is eventually
expressed using scalars from 1 to 9, which represents the degree to which the design satisfies these
two benchmarks. Scalars also work as common denominators that allow the analyst to compare the
results of studies targeting heterogeneous value dimensions. All the information regarding the value
contribution of such work-in-progress concepts is then fed back to the designers to suggest
improvements or areas perceived as weak.
How to facilitate engineers and designers in linking the “value” dimension to the product components,
so to enable more value-oriented decisions (and to reduce information overload), has been subject of
discussion with the industrial partners. The “theory of cue summation” [28] has been seen as
particularly interesting to enhance information processing and to address the problem of information
overload. Colours have emerged as one of the key cues for value representation because of the several
beneficial effects for decision-making that have been reported by Karayanidis [29] and McNab [30].
The processing of colour has been found to precede the processing of other attributes [29] and, at the
same time, to be highly associative [30], creating a constant link between value information and the
product model.
Colour-coded 3D CAD models have been proposed as a way to communicate value-related
information to the designers. A preliminary mock-up has been realized with the intent to provide a
discussion base for value and visualization. The LIVERy (LIghtweight ValuE visualizatoR) [31]
conceptual mock-up is intended as a plug-in for a 3D CAD software that exhibits the value
contribution of a component as an additional layer of the product structure. The value contribution is
displayed across each value dimension and driver using a scale of colours, typically from green (i.e.,

high value contribution) to red (i.e., low value contribution). A conceptual representation of the
LIVERY interface is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Conceptual mock-up of the LIVERY tool (based on Concept A).

Supported by this information, the engineers can review their design, and any necessary changes are
considered. If some value dimensions are below the acceptance criteria, the designers can discuss with
the project leader the necessary corrective actions, such as modifying of a geometry, introducing a
new material or involving of external resources to support the development work.
5.4 Phase 5: Documenting value contribution for the Gate meeting
In the Integrated Analysis step, the team compiles all the material needed at the gate. The deliverables
are prepared by the team members and forwarded to the project leader. The final value models are
computed and included in a Value report, which provides feedback to the decision makers about the
level of maturity/fidelity of the models used for the value computation.
The value analyst, assisted by the project leader, computes the state of readiness of the knowledge
used to build, populate and compute the value models, using a narrative scale from 1 to 9 over three
dimensions: input, method (tool), and expertise (experience) [9]. A rank as 5 indicates an Excellent
knowledge maturity, meaning both that: 1) the content and rationale have been tested and proven,
reflecting a known confidence; 2) the procedure to produce the content and rationale reflects an
approach where tried out methods are used; 3) the workers continually reflect and improve and where
lessons learned are recorded. Level 4 is defined as Good and level 3 as Acceptable. Knowledge
maturity is Acceptable when: 1) the content and rationale are standardized; 2) there is a greater extent
of detailing and definition; 3) the procedure to produce the content and rationale is stable (compared to
previous levels) with an element of standardization and repeatability. Level 2 is ranked Dubious and
level 1 as Inferior. A knowledge maturity level ranked 1 means that the content and rationale is
characterized by instability (e.g. poor/no understanding of knowledge base) and the procedure to
produce the content and rationale is dependant on individuals and formalized methods are non-existent
(i.e., ad-hoc). The deliverables are finally sent to the management team, who will read the
documentation and act as decision makers at the gate meeting. In conclusion, the material is ready and
the gate meeting can be held.

5.5 Phase 6: Evaluating value trade-offs at the gate
At the gate meeting, the decision material is reviewed, a questions and answers session with the
project leader is performed and a decision is made about the continuation of the project. The
discussion between managers, project leader and value analyst aims to resolve the trade-offs between
the alternative concepts, mainly focusing on value areas that are perceived as weak (i.e., being below
the acceptance level - orange or red). Attention is also given to the areas that substantially differ in
perception between the project leader’s statement and the managers’ understanding of what they have
reviewed. This session focuses both on the numbers (i.e., value) and on the level of maturity/reliability
of the knowledge behind the numbers (i.e., the knowledge maturity). Where needed, additional value
analyses are requested to verify the correctness of the value statement and to decide among the tradeoffs. Eventually, the gate is opened and expectations for the next gate are communicated to the project
leader. To complete the phase the acceptance criteria for the next gate are decided and resources are
allocated to the project leader.
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
It is a common practice for aerospace sub-system manufacturers to evaluate the “goodness” of a
product/service mainly from a “requirements fulfilment” point of view, not taking the bigger picture in
consideration. A main limitation of the current practices is that radical designs that would be preferred
adopting a system view, tend to be rejected when merely evaluating their technical performances.
The aim of the paper has been to propose a conceptual scenario describing how design alternatives can
be developed and assessed with a focus on their value contribution at system level. The scenario aims
to improve decision-making in an early development phase, triggering decisions able to add value to
customers and stakeholders along the entire product lifecycle. The work has shown that it is crucial to
provide continuous feedback to the designers about how a given material/geometry/feature impact the
way the product is operated/serviced/maintained/dismissed in order to drive value-oriented choices. In
this spirit, an approach to visualize such contribution directly in a 3D CAD model (across a set of
value criteria, dimensions and drivers) has been proposed and it is currently under development.
The scenario and the methodological/technological enablers proposed in the paper can be generalized
in other product development contexts, especially in the ones dealing with complex products and
featuring Stage-Gate® processes - such as in the naval and automotive industry. The development of
an innovative brake-by-wire solution exemplifies well how the proposed approach can be adopted
outside the aeronautical domain. Brake-by-wire represents the replacement of traditional brake
components such as the pumps, hoses, fluids, belts and vacuum servos and master cylinders with
electronic sensors and actuators. At sub-system level, this decision is not merely determined by the
degree to which the solution address the list of requirements communicated by the car manufacturer,
but needs to take into account a wider set of criteria encompassing how the different customer levels
perceive the product from a value perspective. The steps in the scenario can guide the designers in
evaluating the trade-offs at the gate, i.e. in defining, weighting and comparing drivers and criteria
related to the different value dimensions of the product. The visualization approach can be used to
communicate the system level impact of the solution, raising the designers’ awareness on the
worsening features (such as weight, part counts, etc.) as well as on the improving features (energy
savings, reduced maintenance, etc.) of the solution compared with more traditional options.
Several issues still remain open to make the scenario successful in real life product development
projects. Firstly, value assessment requires the sharing of a number of models, heterogeneous and
dispersed across the extended enterprise, which requires enhanced enterprise collaboration capabilities
to address security and trust issues. Moreover, together with the problem of defining relevant baselines
and targets for the value drivers, value assessment suffers from the lack of quantitative data for the
value calculation that makes difficult to evaluate trade-offs at the gate, Although the knowledge
maturity approach discussed in the paper aims to cope with this issue, further work is needed to make
the scenario more transparent and robust.
Despite a preliminary validation has been received through the interaction with several major
industrial partners, especially for what concerns value visualization and knowledge maturity, the
research is still in its infancy and needs to be followed by a piloting activity in a live product
development context. The current efforts are oriented towards the development and refinement of the
colour-coding visualization approach, together with the detailed definition of a black-box approach for
sharing the value models.
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